
WHAT IS PERSONAL DATA AND HOW IS IT USED BY EUROP ASSISTANCE ITALIA SpA?  

 

Disclosure on the processing of personal data for insurance purposes 

(in accordance with Articles 13 and 14 of the European Personal Data Protection Regulation) 

 

Personal Data is information about a person which enables said person to be distinguished from 
others. Personal Data includes, for example, name and surname, ID card or passport number, 
information on health, like illnesses or injuries and information about offences and criminal 
sentences.  

There are rules [1] that govern Personal Data to protect it from incorrect use. Europ Assistance Italia 
complies with these rules and this is another reason why it wishes to inform you about what it does 
with your Personal Data [2] .  

If the information given in this Disclosure should not suffice or if you wish to exercise a right 
envisaged by the legislation, you can write to the Data Protection Officer c/o Europ Assistance 
Italia - Ufficio Protezione Dati (Data Protection Office) - Piazza Trento 8 - 20135 Milan or e-mail 
UfficioProtezioneDati@europassistance.it  

 

Why does Europ Assistance Italia use your Personal Data and what happens if you do not 
supply it or do not authorise it to make use of it?  

 

Europ Assistance Italia uses your Personal Data, if necessary including that relating to your health 
or offences and criminal sentences, for the following insurance purposes:  

 to carry out the activities envisaged by the policy, i.e. supplying the SERVICES and 
GUARANTEES; to carry out the insurance business, i.e. for example to propose and manage 
the policy, collect premiums, reinsurance, controls and statistics; your common Data, which 
may also relate to your position if the SERVICES and GUARANTEES involve geolocation, is 
processes to comply with the contract; in order to process, where necessary, your Data 
relating to your health or offences or criminal sentences, you will need to give consent; in the 
on-line purchase and quotation process of some policies, automated decision-making 
processes are used, which may make it impossible to purchase the policy: you can contact 
Customer Services for more explanations.  

 to carry out the insurance business, to prevent and identify fraud, to take any legal action and 
inform the Authorities of possible crimes, to collect debt, to make infra-group 
communications, to protect the security of buildings and computer instruments: your Data, 
including that relating to your health or offences or criminal sentences for which you have 
given consent, is processed for legitimate interests of the company and third parties;  

 to carry out the activities envisaged by the law, such as, for example, the storage of policy 
and claim documents; to answer requests made by the authorities, such as, for example, the 
Carabinieri police force, the Insurance Supervisory Institution (IVASS): your Data, including 
that relating to your health or offences or criminal sentences, shall be processed to comply 
with the law or regulations.  

 If you do not supply your Personal Data and/or do not consent to its use, Europ Assistance 
Italia will be unable to carry out the activities for insurance purposes and, therefore, will also 
be unable to provide the GUARANTEES and SERVICES.  

 

How does Europ Assistance Italia use your personal data and to whom does it disclose it?  

 



Through its employees, collaborators and external subjects/companies, [3] Europ Assistance Italia 
uses the Personal Data it has obtained from yourself or other people (such as, for example from the 
policy contracting party, a relative of yours or your attending physician, a travel companion or a 
supplier) both on paper and computer.  

For insurance purposes, Europ Assistance Italia may disclose your Personal Data, if necessary, to 
private and public subjects operating in the insurance sector and other subjects carrying out 
technical, organisational and operative tasks [4] .  

According to the activities it needs to carry out, Europ Assistance Italia may use your Personal Data 
in Italy and abroad and may also disclose it to subjects based in States outside the European Union 
and which may not guarantee a suitable level of protection according to the European Commission. 
In these cases, the transfer of your Personal Data to subjects outside the European Union will take 
place with the suitable, appropriate guarantees according to applicable law. You are entitled to obtain 
information and, if appropriate, a copy of the guarantees given in transferring your Personal Data 
outside the European Union, by contacting the Data Protection Office.  

Europ Assistance Italia shall not make your Personal Data accessible to the public.  

 

For how long will we keep your Personal Data?  

 

Europ Assistance Italia keeps your Personal Data for as long as necessary to the management of 
the above purposes, in accordance with the provisions of legislation or, if lacking, for the length of 
times specified below.  

 The Personal Data contained in insurance contracts, insurance treaties and co-insurance 
contracts, claim and dispute files, is kept for 10 years from the last registration in accordance 
with the provisions of the Italian Civil Code, or for another 5 years, in accordance with 
regulatory provisions on insurance.  

 The common Personal Data collected on this occasion (for example stipulation of a policy, 
request for a quotation, etc.) accompanied by consent/refusal of consent for commercial 
promotions and profiling, is kept forever, as is evidence of the related changes made by 
yourself over time to the consent/refusal.  

 The Personal Data collected following the exercise of the rights of the data subject is kept for 
10 years from the last registration in accordance with the provisions of the Italian Civil Code.  

 The Personal Data of subjects who have defrauded or attempted fraud, is kept for even 
longer than 10 years.  

 In general, for all aspects not specified herein, storage terms are ten years, as per Article 
2220 of the Italian Civil Code or other specific terms envisaged by current legislation.  

 

What are your rights in protection of your personal data?  

 

In connection with the processing of your Personal Data, you have the following rights: access, 
rectification, cancellation, limitation, portability, revocation, opposition, which you can enforce in the 
ways specified in the paragraph below "How can you exercise your rights in protection of your 
personal data?". You have the right to submit a complaint to the Italian Data Protection Authority; 
more information is available from the website www.garanteprivacy.it.  

 

What can you do to enforce your rights in protection of your personal data?  

 

 To find out what personal data of yours is used by Europ Assistance Italia;  
 to ask for correction (updates, changes) or, if possible, deletion of your personal data held 

by Europ Assistance Italia;  
 to oppose the processing of your personal data  



you can write to  

Ufficio Protezione Dati (Data Protection Office) - Europ Assistance Italia SpA - Piazza Trento, 8 - 
20135 Milan,  

or e-mail: UfficioProtezioneDati@europassistance.it  

Changes and updates to the Disclosure Also in view of future changes that may be made to 
applicable privacy legislation, Europ Assistance Italia may supplement and/or update all or part of 
this Disclosure. It is agreed that any change, supplement or update will be disclosed in compliance 
with current legislation, also by means of publication on the website www.europassistance.it.  

 
 

 
[1] The European Personal Data Processing Regulation EU 2016/679 (hereinafter referred to as the 
"Privacy Regulation") and primary and secondary Italian legislation  

[2] Europ Assistance Italia operates as Data Controller in accordance with the provisions of the 
Privacy Regulation  

[3] These subjects, in accordance with the Privacy Regulation, are designated as Processors and/or 
authorised processors or operate as autonomous Controllers or Joint Controllers and shall carry out 
technical, organisational and operative tasks. These include, for example: agents, sub-agents and 
other agency associates, producers, insurance brokers, banks, investment management companies 
and other acquisition channels; insurers, co-insurers and re-insurers, pension funds, actuaries, 
trusted lawyers and physicians, technical consultants, roadside assistance, surveyors, auto servicing 
garages, vehicle demolition centres, healthcare facilities, claim settlement companies and other 
service providers, Generali Group companies and other companies providing contract management 
and other services, IT, web-based, financial, administrative, filing, correspondence, auditing and 
accounting certification services, as well as companies specialized in market and service quality 
surveys.  

[4] Other branches of Europ Assistance, companies of the Generali Group and other subjects, such 
as, for example insurance intermediaries (agents, brokers, subagents, banks); co-insurance and 
reinsurance companies; lawyers, doctors, consultants and other professionals; suppliers such as 
vehicle bodywork workshops, rescuers, demolishers, healthcare facilities, companies handling 
claims, other companies supplying IT, telematic, financial, administrative, archiving, mailing and 
profiling services and those recording customer satisfaction levels. 

 

 

 


